HASH TRASH—RUN # 842— Blanchisseuse

HARES— Ivan, Robert, Ashe, Eric, Don, Taz, Coorkie, Anthony

3rd Aug , 2013

Scribe—Guess?

“We are a DRINKING club with
The Hares , the Casual Posse is so well established that we knew that it would be a
a RUNNING problem..”
good run. The planning and time taken to set this run would have been a tremendous
effort by the hares like all the other hares and runs, driving that distance for a couple
NEXT RUN: 31st August, 2013
of weekends to get it right….giving up both family and personal time for the hash is
 WEAR RED, WHITE AND
something all hares do time and time again. The hares even went the distance to arBLACK
range for accommodation for those wanting to stay over …...a sign that the planning
Pepper Village in Gran Couva
was in order. The drive was not as long as I anticipated, just about 1 hour and 45
Randall and his hares to inminutes through the lush greenery of the Maracas hills, the tempting beach, shark
clude a virgin hare
and bake and then the really humble villages of Las Cuevas, La Filet, and
Blanchisseuse. There was a warm welcome by the host at Laguna Mar, Mr. Fred, an 80
year old guy managing his business day in day out was very kind to the hashers and
 DON’T FORGET TO
accommodated us in a very friendly and warm manner. Staying over was not bad but I
BOOK YOUR PLACE
FOR THE TOBAGO
got a room with no air condition so I already conditioned myself to lime out late so I
HASH—October
24th—27th.
will have to spend little time in the room. We had enough time and hang around the
run site at the beach where the parking was reserved for the hashers. It was about
3.15pm and the sign of a huge hash was evident, the dam place was full in two twos.
Amazing, even the distance could not stop a good hash, we had over 200 hashers.
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UP COMING
HASH EVENTS
Hashers who could cook—22nd September
Tobago Hash—24th—27th October
Hash Treasure Hunt—TBA
And…..Congrats to Betty and Hannif…..they got married after 29 years of hashing together!

Hash Christmas—December

The Run
The Hash was called to order and the HM who introduced the Hares, a bunch of experienced hares and a very meticulous leader of them all….. A man name Ivan who is very passionate about his runs that he personally take a keen interest in them and rightly
so…..that’s what makes a true hasher and a good run.
The ON ON was called and so we were off to a traditional start, going right, then east and
then the call of ON ON….across the river onto the other side of the beach and through the
swamp and then onto the road….crossing to the other side…..and trouble start as we proceeded up the hills and hills and hills…….it was really taking a toll on us and no site of the
road.
After for about one hour and ten minutes in the bush, we eventually came out in the village to the astonishment of the villagers who were confused, “why these people running?
Like they training for the marathon or something”…...and then we saw stairs leading all the
way to heaven and the villagers were happy to tell us the amount, about 450 stairs to
climb. A hare had to make a call and show some hashers the short cut because the stairs
was a challenging task but I always challenge myself to do the full run and so I dashed for
the stairs and not bad at all….I made it.
I was very confused then…..I saw the Police Station and asked…”what the hell”…..someone
asked if it had maxi taxi’s to take us back and it seems a long way in and yes it was…..about
two and a half miles or more from the run site. The run within the village was confusing,
not properly marked especially the part going down the river from the bridge and then
onto the next side so we were back and forth until we saw a hare for the first time on the
run standing in the middle of a check. Some decided to go down to the beach but it was
almost impossible for a beach run, rather it would have been a swim but a dangerous one
so we kept looking for paper. The front hare did a tremendous job, keeping up with the
front pack all the way but not giving any clues...at one point he had us going into the party
bar confusing the hell out of us. The villagers thought we were all mad people then, running back and forth like a bunch of mad people. Then “Flying Indian” went down to the
fishing boats and called ON ON…..through the boats and then up the hill and again onto
the road….but that did not make to much sense and the no paper?.......confusing…..and
then “Flying Indian” went up the hill on the other side and called ON ON again…..then a big
shout…..ON ON IN !!!…...and he darted down the hill.
We were now close to 2 hours into the run….what the hell, we really training for the Marathon of something…..boy I was tired and happy to see a hare with the remaining drinks
from the beer stop and took a water and jog all the way in but was proud of myself for
doing the full run and burning those calories out…….looking forward to celebrate with a
few beers later.

A hasher….drinking out of his new shoe

And the virgins having their down dowm!

THE POOFTER

And it was Michelle
for POOFTER and the
hashers shouted
“Michelle….Michelle”
over and over again...to
include her daughter……...and she was a
real crowd favorite.
She was out done by
Ivan so she was really
good….and took it in
good strides...a hasher
true and true.
CONGRATULATIONS

TO BETTY AND
HANIF ON THEIR
MARRIGE AFTER 29
YEARS OF HASHING
TOGETHER…...MAY
YOUR MARRIGE BE
BLESSED WITH HAP-

POOFTER— Michelle

And then it was the down down....the hares had their usual down down
and then the virgins....24 off them!!!
Virgins: : Charles, Aaron, Rayon, Paul, Lincoln, Andrew, Deverard, Garnet, Luke, Rodrigo, Mark, Jucy, Kareem, Karina, Mershawna, Marian,
Laura, Sharee, Gabriella, Renee, Remisse, Catalina, Len, David
New Shoes: Marita, Charles, Aaron, Issa, Lauren, Catalina, Steffy, David
POOFTER Nominees: Coorkie, Len, Thomas, Pat, Ivan, Michelle

Coorkie—he lost the walkers and had to make a call to another hare
Len—for wearing a ladies white back pack

PINESS…...FUN AND

Thomas — Brought a van load of teenage women (human trafficking)

LAUGHTER…….FROM

Michelle (Past Hash Master) — For cutting short the run and saying “ah

ALL OF US AT
POSHHH

not going all the flicking way…..I going back”
Ivan— For not marking the trails through the fishing village properly.

Contact Us
Check out or Facebook page
and our Hash site: Port of
Spain Hash House Harriers
Want to join the e-mail listing?
Send e-mail to:
Subrian.pradeep@gmail.com
Visit us on the web at: Port of
Spain Hash House Harriers

And the Hash Wedding…….a true hashers celebration!

CONGRATULATIONS TO BETTY AND HANNIF ON THEIR MARRIGE AFTER 29
YEARS OF HASHING TOGETHER!!!!!!!

Up Coming Runs and sites

741-1
843

August 17, 2013

Mahashma/Papa Smurf/Harold

Cumaca

844

August 31, 2013

Randall: Fearsome Foursome

Pepper Village

845

September 14, 2013 The Butts

846

September 28, 2013 David Morand

847

October 12, 2013

Simon Wescott/Alastair Martin/Natalie

848

October 25, 2013

Private Parts & the Veterans

849

October 26, 2013

The Casuals Possee

Flanagain Town

25-27/10 Tobago

Alternate Run
850

November 9, 2013

Central Possee & Blundell

851

November23, 2013

Jordan

852

December 7,2013

Outgoing Hash Master: Christmas Party

853

December 21 2013

Incoming Hash Master

Brazil

